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1.

Failure in respect of a product or service
offered or provided by us or our
representatives.

Introduction
3.

Law Quarter is a law firm operating from NSW
with commercial and individual clients. This

Complaints Management

The guiding principles for our complaints

document sets out our procedures for accepting,

management program are contained in AS/ISO

recording, and resolving complaints.

10002-2014 (Customer Satisfaction – Guidelines

We are committed to receiving and resolving

for Complaints Handling in Organisations).

complaints in an accessible and transparent

4.

way. Through this document, we make the

Promoting our Complaints
Management Program

commitment to continual quality improvement by
taking into consideration the data provided by an

We will publish this Standard Complaints and

effective complaints management system. We

Dispute Resolution Procedure on our website,

will review complaints on an ongoing basis to

and it will be actively brought to the attention of

identify any potential non-compliance and areas

clients who raise concerns.

for improvement.

We are committed to promoting and ensuring

2.

the visibility of our complaints management

Definition of Complaint

program. To achieve this, we will:

A complaint is an expression of dissatisfaction



that can be received on the basis of products

Make this procedure available free of
charge;

and/or services provided by us or our agents,
contractors, and other representatives, or due to



perceived inadequacies in the complaints

Make special arrangements for people
with disabilities, ensuring that they and

handling process itself.

their advocates have access to this

We will consider all complaints as opportunities

procedure and are aided in the resolution

to improve, and they will be freely received by

of their complaint. The process and other

telephone, in writing (for example, letter, email,

documentation will be available in large

facsimile) or in person.

print Braille or audiotape on request; and

Complaints may be raised in relation to



(amongst other areas), any:


Ensure that all relevant staff members are
trained to resolve complaints and have
access to resources for cross-cultural

Failure by us to observe our published or

communication and communication with

agreed practices or procedures; and

customers with special needs.
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5.

Responsiveness

train staff in complaints resolution and the
implementation of this procedure.

Once a complaint has been received, one of our
personnel will immediately acknowledge the

Top-level management of Law Quarter is

complaint and prioritise it for resolution.

responsible for:

In all instances, we will:





program;

Freely accept complaints lodged on our
website, in person, or by telephone,



facsimile, email, or letter;


Acknowledge any complaint received as



this procedure;

Begin an investigation into the reasons for


acknowledgment;
Keep you updated about the investigation



number and nature of complaints received;

Notify you as soon as possible of the


proposed resolution; and

Continually reviewing the effectiveness of
the complaints management program,
including the program’s processes; and

Provide you with the option of an internal
review of your complaint if you are

6.

Reporting to the board on the
management of complaints, including the

outcome of our investigation and any



Promoting and advocating a customercentric approach to complaint resolution;

and any proposed resolution;


Allocating resources to ensure compliance
with obligations under applicable laws and

a complaint within 24 hours of



Establishing and implementing the
process of complaints management;

soon as possible;


Establishing the complaints management



Establishing an adequate training program

unsatisfied with the outcome of the

to ensure all relevant staff, agents,

investigation or the proposed resolution.

contractors, and other representatives
comply with this procedure.

Responsibilities
7.

All of our staff must comply with this procedure

Recording Complaints

as well as their professional obligations under

Complaints are recorded in our customer

applicable law.

management system as soon as they are
received. Complaints and all relevant

We will ensure that complaints management is

information will be recorded, and a unique

not hindered by a lack of resources. We will also

identifier will be provided. Each recording will

ensure that adequate programs are in place to

include:
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Your requested resolution;



The date of your complaint;



A description of your complaint;

dissatisfied with the process. Individual staff who

The expected date for a response or

the complexity, urgency, and sensitivity of all

resolution;

complaints and seek assistance from a





they are complex, urgent, or sensitive. When
your complaint is received, you will be informed
that you have the right to escalate it if you are
manage complaints will be required to review

supervisor or specialist where required.

The established priority of your complaint.

11.

Complaints will be tracked from the time they

Our Commitment to Clients

are received to their resolution. When tracking

In all instances, we will:

the resolution of complaints, we will make sure



Treat you with respect;



Take your complaint seriously;



Respect your privacy;



Manage your complaint with impartiality;



Properly investigate and report on your

to meet response deadlines. We will keep you
informed and updated regularly throughout the
process.
8.

Monitoring and Improving

Complaints will be tracked at individual and
group levels. Any systemic issues that are

complaint;

identified will be brought to the attention of the
Compliance Committee and Board during their



monthly meetings.

consideration to facts;

Law Quarter’s board will direct top-level



management to address systemic issues that



A Customer’s Right to Complain

Ensure equal access to our complaints
management program and fair resolutions.

As a client, you have the right to lodge a
12.

complaint at any time. Once your complaint is
received, it will be dealt with in accordance with

Contact Us to Lodge a Complaint

You may contact us at any time to lodge a

this procedure.
10.

Provide the option of internal escalation
when requested or appropriate; and

are identified during a complaint process.
9.

Resolve your complaint with proper

complaint using the following contact details:

Internal and External Escalation

Our contact details:

At any time, you may request an internal

Email: info@lawquarter.com.au

escalation of your complaint, which will be

Phone: (02) 8324 1333

granted. Complaints will also be escalated when
3

Interpreter: 131 450 - For help using an
interpreter, visit TIS.
NRS: 133 677 - For help using this service, visit
NRS.
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